Announcement

Jauhar National Fellowship
(For Muslim Minority)

The Maulana Mohammad Ali Jauhar Trust, Rampur is pleased to announce to institute twenty National Fellowships (20), to be awarded every year, in the name of Maulana Mohammad Ali Jauhar as "Jauhar National Fellowship". The fellowships are open to Muslim Minority students (UG and PG of all streams) of the university enlisted under Section 2(f) and Section 3 of UGC Act 1956 and of their constituent/affiliated colleges. This fellowship has been initiated having realized those students who are meritorious but unfortunately belong to financially very poor sections of the society.

This fellowship is certainly not a big financial support to students but a step towards enthusing their motivation to perform still better and further in inculcating confidence in their parents/guardians towards their wards that the days ahead are bright. Jauhar National Fellowship includes a certificate of excellence and a cash prize of Rs. 10,000 (Rs. Ten thousand).

Candidates selected for the Jauhar National Fellowships will be provided II\textsuperscript{nd} class sleeper train fare from their institution of study to Mohammad Ali Jauhar University, Rampur and back, to attend the Jauhar Day Celebration on 10\textsuperscript{th} December. The candidates shall be felicitated during Jauhar Day celebration organized by Mohammad Ali Jauhar University, Rampur an institution run by Maulana Mohammad Ali Jauhar Trust.

The form to be filled by the candidate and get nominated by the host institute may be downloaded from the website (www.jauharuniversity.edu.in).

(Mohammad Azam Khan)
President
Maulana Mohammad Ali Jauhar Trust, Rampur
Jauhar National Fellowship
Mohammad Ali Jauhar University
Jauhar Nagar, Rampur, U.P. 244901

Application Form

Name of the Applicant :
Name of the Mother :
Name of the Father :
Date of Birth :
Aadhaar Card Number :
Address for correspondence :

Permanent Address :

Affix Passport Size Colour Photograph

Annual Income of Family :
(Attached evidence of financial position of family/Income Certificate/BPL Card/Any other)

Name of the Institution :
Name of the Faculty :
Course of study :
Qualification :
(Attach self attested photo copy of all examinations)

Signature of the Applicant

Nomination of the Institution by
Registrar/Dean Student Welfare/
Equivalent Officer